The French courses are targeted at the bachelor's degree students of the University of Oulu as part of their degree. If you are an exchange student or a master's degree student, you may apply for a special study permission. Please ask the teacher of the course for a possibility to study.

AUTUMN 2020
904016Y Elementary Course in French 1, 5 ECTS cr
904026Y Intermediate Course in French 1, 5 ECTS cr
904037Y Intermediate Course in French 3, 5 ECTS cr
904024Y Tandem french-finnoish

SPRING 2021
904017Y Elementary Course in French 2, 5 ECTS cr
904027Y Intermediate Course in French 2, 5 ECTS cr
904008Y Travailler/Etudier en France 1, 3 ECTS cr
904009Y Travailler/Etudier en France 2, 3 ECTS cr
904028Y Reading Comprehension, 3 ECTS cr
904024Y Tandem French-Finnish, 2-4 ECTS cr (self-study course unit)